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1. Source Studies: Bibliographies, Literature Reviews, Historiographies, Data Sets


Hill, Marvin S. The "New Mormon History" reassessed in light of recent books on Joseph Smith and Mormon origins. Dialogue 21, 115-127. 88.


Mauss, Armand L., "Sociological-Perspectives on the Mormon Subculture," *Annual Review of*


May, Cheryl Lynn. The document diggers and their discoveries. Dialogue 19(4), 44-76. 86.


Thorp, M. R., "Some Reflections on New Mormon History any Possibilities of a 'New' Traditional
History," *Sunstone*.


Whittaker, David J. Mormons and Native Americans: A historical and bibliographical introduction. Dialogue 18, 33-64. 85.


### 2. General Descriptions or Collections on Mormon Society and Culture


Beal, O. F. 1943. *Social Characteristics of Salt Lake City*.

Cultural Perspective.


### 4. Religiosity

#### 4-a. General Studies of Religiosity


**4-b. Belief and Orthodoxy**


Cummings, Richard J., "Quintessential Mormonism: literal-mindedness as a way of life," *Dialogue* 15:


Eble, Kenneth E. "Among the Mormons". *Dialogue* 19(2), 101-118. 86.


Keller, J. E., "Is Sexual Gender Eternal?," *Sunstone* (1986).


Knowlton, David Clark, "If Ye Are Not One... Contradictions of Orthodoxy," *Sunstone* (1990).


Ostler, Blake T. The idea of pre-existence in the development of Mormon thought. *Dialogue* 15, 59-78. 82.


Shields, S. L. 1986. Latter Day Saint Beliefs: A Comparison between the RLDS Church and the LDS Church.


---

**4-c. Religious Experiences (conversions, revelations, visions, etc.)**


**4-d. Consequences and Practices Following from Religiosity**


Bennion, M. L. 1939. *Mormonism and Education*.

Bergera, Gary James, "Has the Word of Wisdom Changed since 18," *Sunstone* (1985).


Christensen, Harold T. and G. R. Carpenter, "Value-behavior Discrepancies Regarding Premarital


Goldscheider, C. and W. D. Mosher, "Patterns of Contraceptive Use in the United States: The


Jones, Garth N. My "Word of Wisdom Blues". Dialogue 30, 49-63. 97.


Mackelprang, Romel W., " "And they shall be one flesh": sexuality and contemporary Mormonism,"


Thompson, J. E., "Capital Punishment and Blood Atonement Development of a Mormon Idea,"


4-e. Religious Dissent, Disaffiliation, Defection, or Apostasy


Knowlton, David Clark, " If Ye Are Not One... Contradictions of Orthodoxy," *Sunstone* (1990).


May, Dean L., "Dissent and Authority in Two Latter-Day Saint Traditions," *Sunstone* (1994).


Pearson, C. L., "I Don't Want to Be a Mormon Anymore!," *Sunstone* (1993).


Sandberg, Karl C., "Mormonism and the Puritan Connection: Trials of Mrs. Anne Hutchinson and Several Persistent Q Bearing on Church Governance," *Sunstone* (1994).


5. Ecclesiastical Polity, Governance, Organization, and Institutions

5-a. Administration and Governance


Burman, J. M., "Corporation of the Presiding Bishop v. Amos: The Supreme Court and Religious


Madsen, Carol Cornwall, "Mormon Women and the Struggle for Definition: The Nineteenth Century


May, Dean L., "Dissent and Authority in Two Latter-Day Saint Traditions," *Sunstone* (1994).


McNamara, M. L. 1994. Secularization or Sacralization: The Change in LDS Church Policy on Blacks. In *Contemporary Mormonism Social Science Perspectives.* Edited by M. Cornwall, T. B.
Heaton, and L. A. Young.


Stack, Peggy Fletcher, "In Their Own Language: Should Ethnic Mormons Have Their Own Wards?," *Sunstone* 21: 70-72. (1998).


Tarjan, John R, "Goal Displacement in the Church, or Why Did They Carpet the Gym?," *Sunstone* (1990).


White, O. Kendall Jr., " Mormonism's Anti-Black Policy and Prospects for Change," *Journal of*
Religious Thought (1972).


5-b. Auxiliaries and Programs


Young.


Hefner, Loretta L., "This decade was different: Relief Society's Social Services Department, 1919-1929," *Dialogue* 15: 64-73. (1982).


Keane, C., "Where Have All the Children Gone?" Controversy over Native Child Placement by the Mormon Church," *Wassaja The Indian Historian* (1982).


Topper, Martin D., "'Mormon Placement': The Effects of Missionary Foster Families on Navajo


### 5-c. Missions, Missionaries, and Proselyting


Mavin, Richard, "The Woodbury Years: An Insider's Look at Baseball Baptisms in Britain," *Sunstone*


Parry, Keith, "'To Raise These People Up': An Examination of a Mormon Mission to an Indian Community as an Agent of Social Change", 1972).


Rapoport, R. N. Changing Navaho Religious Values: A Study of Christian Missions to the Rimrock Navahos. 54.


6. Culture of the Mormon People: Descriptions, Analyses, Critiques

6-a. General Cultural Traits


Eble, Kenneth E. "Among the Mormons". Dialogue 19(2), 101-118. 86.


Jackson, Richard H. Images of the West: Elements of the Mormon Landscape. 76.


Ostler, Blake T. The idea of pre-existence in the development of Mormon thought. Dialogue 15, 59-78. 82.


Sorenson, John L. Mormon world view and American culture. Dialogue 8, 17-29. 73.


6-b. Values, Norms, and Ethics


Clark, Marden J., "Whose Yoke is Easy?," *Sunstone* (1982).


Jones, Garth N. My "Word of Wisdom Blues". *Dialogue* 30, 49-63. 97.


King, David S. The principle of the Good Samaritan considered in a Mormon political context. *Dialogue* 5, 11-22. 70.


May, Cheryl Lynn. The document diggers and their discoveries. Dialogue 19(4), 44-76. 86.


6-c. Art and Architecture


6-d. Literature, Music, Drama, Language, Rhetoric


Hansen, Helynne H. In Search of Women's Language and Feminist Expression among Nauvoo Wives
in A Little Lower than the Angels. Dialogue 27, 94-102. 94.


Transition. Edited by D. J. Davies.


Sumner, D. T., "Dominon, Dressing, Keeping," *Sunstone*.
6-e. Folklore and Humor


Wilson, William A., "'The Vanishing Hitchhiker' among the Mormons," Indiana Folklore (1975).


6-f. Religion, Science, and Scholarship


Hill, Marvin S. The "New Mormon History" reassessed in light of recent books on Joseph Smith and Mormon origins. Dialogue 21, 115-127. 88.


May, Merrill J., "From Mormon Academy to Four-Year State College: Psychology at Weber State


7. Education
7-a. Educational Activities and Attainments


Bennion, M. L. 1939. *Mormonism and Education*.


Cheong, Keywon, Toney, Michael B., and Stinner, William F. School Performance of Migrant and Native Youth in Nonmetropolitan Areas of Utah. 86.


7-b. Religious Education (including auxiliaries, Church Education System, and some BYU activities)


Bergera, Gary James, "Ernest L. Wilkinson's Appointment as Seventh President of Brigham Young University," *Journal of Mormon History* (1997).


Richards, Paul C. Satan's foot in the door: Democrats at Brigham Young University. Dialogue 28, 1-29. 95.


8. Variations in Health and Lifestyle

8-a. Health and Medicine


West, D. W., J. L. Lyon, and J. W. Gardner, "Cancer risk factors: an analysis of Utah Mormons and
non-Mormons," *Journal or the National Cancer Institute* 65 (5): 1083-95 (1980).


### 8 b. Mental Health


Eriksen, J. L., "Depression in Mormon Women-and Men, and Non-Mormons, Too," *AMCAP Journal*


Krannich, Richard S., Pamela J. Riley, and Ann Leffler, "Perceived Stress among Nonmetropolitan


8-c. Homosexuality


**8-d. Deviant Behavior and Culture**


Papanikolas, Helen Z., "Bootlegging in Zion: Making and Selling the 'Good Stuff,'" *Utah Historical Quarterly* (1985).


9. Ecology and Settlement Patterns

9-a. Ecology and Settlement Patterns


Louder, Dean R., "A Simulation Approach to the Diffusion of the Mormon Church," Proceedings of
the Association of American Geographers (1975).


Wright, J. B., "Utah: An Elusive Zion," Rocky Mountain Divide Selling and Saving the West (1993).


9-b. Community and Village Patterns

Christensen, Harold T., "Rural-urban Differences in the Time Interval between the Marriage of Parents and the Birth of Their First Child, Utah County, Utah," Rural Sociology (1938).


### 9-c. Social Aspects of Community Life


Beal, O. F. 1943. *Social Characteristics of Salt Lake City*.


Jackson, Richard H. Images of the West: Elements of the Mormon Landscape. 76.


### 10. Economic Life and Institutions

#### 10-a. General Economic Activity (past and present)


Israelsen, L. D., "Economic Depression, Tithepaying and the Mormon Debt Problem of the 1890s,"


Mangum, Garth L. et al. 1998. On Being Poor in Utah.


Weber, K. R., "Out-Migration and Economic Marginality: A Case Study of Local Demographic and


10-b. Early Economic Experiments


10-c. Later Social and Economic Welfare Programs


Hefner, Loretta L., "This decade was different: Relief Society's Social Services Department, 1919-1929," *Dialogue* 15: 64-73. (1982).


10-d. Labor and Workforce Issues


Powell, Alan K., "Mormon Influence on the Unionization of Eastern Utah Coal Miners, 1903-33,"
10-e. Socio Economic Status


Kearl, J. R. and C. L. Pope. 1978. The Church in a Secular World: Freedom, Economic Efficiency, and


11. Demographic Traits

11-a. General Demographic Studies

Beal, O. F. 1943. *Social Characteristics of Salt Lake City*.


### 11-b. Growth and Structural Distribution of Population(s)


Hepworth, Joseph T., "A Causal Analysis of Missionary and Membership Growth in the Church of


### 11-c. Genetic Traits


McIntosh, I., "Additional Mutations of Type X Collagen Confirm COL10A1 as the Schmid Metaphysial Chondrodysplasia Locus," Human Molecular Genetics (1994).


11-d. Fertility, Child-Spacing, and Family Size


Anderton, Douglas L., "Intergenerational Transmission of Relative Fertility and Life Course Patterns,"


Christensen, Harold T., "Rural-urban Differences in the Time Interval between the Marriage of Parents and the Birth of Their First Child, Utah County, Utah," *Rural Sociology* (1938).


11-e. Migration


Cheong, Keywon, Toney, Michael B., and Stinner, William F. School Performance of Migrant and Native Youth in Nonmetropolitan Areas of Utah. 86.


Hubner, C. W., "Where Did All the People Go?," *Utah Science* (1973).


Soffer, A., "The Settlement Process of the Mormons in Utah and the Jews in Israel," *Comparative*
Social Research (1986).


11-f. Morbidity and Mortality


Mack, T. M. et al., "Religion and cancer in Los Angeles County," *National Cancer Institute*


**12. Family Life**

**12-a. General Studies**


Condie, Spencer J., H. M. Bahr, and K. L. Goodman, "Dealing with Stress in Large Families," *Family*


Hovey, Stanton L., "Church influence upon the family," *Dialogue* 2: 53-63. (1967).


Change in Modern Society. Edited by W. V. D'Antonio and J. Aldous.


12-b. Sexual Values and Norms (inside and outside the family)


### 12-c. Spousal Roles and Relationships


Beal, O. F. 1935. *A Legislative and Statistical Study of Marriage and Divorce in Utah*.

Beal, O. F. 1935. *Marriage and Divorce in Utah*.


Christensen, Harold T. 1946. *The Church and Modern Marriage*.


Heaton, Tim B. and T. Heaton, "Is Feminism a Threat to the Family?," *Sunstone* (1994).


Kunz, Phillip R., "Mormon and Non-Mormon Divorce Patterns," *Journal of Marriage and the Family*


12-d. Parent-Child Relationships


Pearson, C. L., "I Don't Want to Be a Mormon Anymore!," *Sunstone* (1993).


**12-e. Singleness (divorce, widowhood, single parenting)**


Beal, O. F. 1935. *A Legislative and Statistical Study of Marriage and Divorce in Utah*.

Beal, O. F. 1935. *Marriage and Divorce in Utah*.


Cornwall, Marie, "What Do We Do about the Singles Problem?," *Sunstone* (1987).


12-f. Mormon Plural Marriage


Young, K. 1954. *Isn't One Wife Enough?*

12-g. Aging and Life-Cycle Issues


13. Men, Women, and Gender Roles (inside and outside family)


Bradley, Martha Sonntag, "The Mormon Relief Society and the International Women's Year," *Journal*


Hansen, Helynne H. In Search of Women's Language and Feminist Expression among Nauvoo Wives in A Little Lower than the Angels. Dialogue 27, 94-102. 94.


Heaton, Tim B. and T. Heaton, "Is Feminism a Threat to the Family?," *Sunstone* (1994).


Keller, J. E., "Is Sexual Gender Eternal?," *Sunstone* (1986).


Moss, J. J. et al., "Changing Views and Status of Women: Implications within the Church and the

Mouritsen, M. M. 1986. *Woman to Woman: Selected Talks from the BYU Women's Conferences*.


**14. Interethnic Relationships (lay or ecclesiastical)**


Keane, C., "Where Have All the Children Gone?" Controversy over Native Child Placement by the Mormon Church," *Wassaja The Indian Historian* (1982).


Parry, Keith, "'To Raise These People Up': An Examination of a Mormon Mission to an Indian Community as an Agent of Social Change", 1972).


Rapoport, R. N. Changing Navaho Religious Values: A Study of Christian Missions to the Rimrock Navahos. 54.


Stack, Peggy Fletcher, "In Their Own Language: Should Ethnic Mormons Have Their Own Wards?,"


Whittaker, David J. Mormons and Native Americans: A historical and bibliographical introduction. Dialogue 18, 33-64. 85.

Wilkinson, E. L. 1975. *Brigham Young University: The First One Hundred Years*.


**15. Politics**

**15-a. Church -State Relationships (past or present)**


Alexander, Thomas G., "Reed Smoot, the LDS Church and progressive legislation, 1903-1933.," *Dialogue* 7: 47-56. (1972).


Bernhard, J. T., "What is the Proper Role of the Latter-day Saint with Respect to the Constitution?," *BYU Studies* (1962).


Jonas, F. H., "President Lynden Johnson, the Mormon Church and the 1964 Political Campaign,"


Mawdsley, R. D., "Religious Universities and Title VII: The Right to Discriminate on Religious


Shipps, Jan, "Utah Comes of Age Politically: A Study of the State's Politics in the Early Years of the Twentieth Century," *Utah Historical Quarterly* (1967).


Smoot, R. 1997. *In the World: The Diaries of Reed Smoot.*


White, O. Kendall Jr., "Overt and Covert Politics: The Mormon Church's Anti-ERA Campaign in


### 15-b. Political Orientation and Behavior of the Mormon People


Bernhard, J. T., "What is the Proper Role of the Latter-day Saint with Respect to the Constitution?," *BYU Studies* (1962).


King, David S. The principle of the Good Samaritan considered in a Mormon political context. *Dialogue* 5, 11-22. 70.


Richards, Paul C. Satan's foot in the door: Democrats at Brigham Young University. Dialogue 28, 1-29. 95.


Salt Lake Tribune, "'To Have a Robust, Multi-Party System' [Interview with Elder Marlin K. Jensen]," *Sunstone* (1998).


Shipps, Jan, "Utah Comes of Age Politically: A Study of the State's Politics in the Early Years of the Twentieth Century," *Utah Historical Quarterly* (1967).


15-c. Specific Political Issues and Mormons (lay or ecclesiastical)


Allen, James B., "When Our Enemies Are Also Saints: Response to Claudia W. Harris's "Mormons on the Warfront",


16. Media and Public Images of Mormons and/or the Mormon Church


Austin, Michael, "Theology for the Approaching Millennium: Angels in America, Activism, and the


Chandler, M Lou. Why do some perceive the church to be a cult? inside and outside perceptions versus reality. Dialogue 28, 121-133. 95.


17. Impact of Modernization and Secularization
17-a. Impact on Mormons as Individuals


Clark, Marden J., "Whose Yoke is Easy?," *Sunstone* (1982).


Jacobson, Cardell K., "Religiosity in a Black Community: An Examination of Secularization and


17-b. Impact on Church as an Institution


Hefner, Loretta L., "This decade was different: Relief Society's Social Services Department, 1919-1929," *Dialogue* 15: 64-73. (1982).


Spillman, W. B., "Adjustment or Apostasy? The Reorganized Church in the Late Twentieth Century," *Journal of Mormon History* (1994).


18. Mormons Outside the U.S.
18-a. General and Miscellaneous Studies


18 b. **North America (Canada and Mexico)**


Parry, Keith, "'To Raise These People Up': An Examination of a Mormon Mission to an Indian Community as an Agent of Social Change", 1972).


18-c. Latin America


Knowlton, David Clark. 1996. Mormonism in Chile. In Mormon Identities in Transition. Edited by D.
J. Davies.


18-d. Polynesia and the Pacific


**18-e. Asia (including the Middle East)**


Barney, R. D. and G. G. Y. Chu, "Differences between Mormon Missionaries' Perceptions and Chinese


Numano, Jiro, "How International is the Church in Japan?," *Dialogue* (1980).


### 18-f. Europe (including England)


Baer, Hans A. Do Mormonism and the Former German Democratic Republic Have Anything in Common?: An Examination of Marx's Concept of the Asiatic Mode of Production. 21(3-4), 345-362. 96.


Homer, Michael W. LDS Prospects in Italy for the Twenty-first Century. Dialogue 29, 139-158. 96.


**18-g. Africa**


19. Mormons and Other Religions (comparisons and relationships)

19-a. Mormon Schismatics (especially other than RLDS)


19-b. All other non-Mormon Religions


Lively, R. L. Jr., "A Non-Mormon Religion Professor Impression of Mormon Missionaries," BYU


Numano, Jiro, "How International is the Church in Japan?," Dialogue (1980).


20. Reorganized L. D.S. Church (either as a separate institution or in relation to the L. D. S.)


May, Dean L., "Dissent and Authority in Two Latter-Day Saint Traditions," *Sunstone* (1994).


Shields, S. L. 1986. *Latter Day Saint Beliefs: A Comparison between the RLDS Church and the LDS Church.*

Spillman, W. B., "Adjustment or Apostasy? The Reorganized Church in the Late Twentieth Century," *Journal of Mormon History* (1994).


Troeh, M Richard and Marjorie Bradley Troeh, "'We Have a Stronger Church'," *Sunstone* 20: 61-63. (1997).


### 21. Anti-Mormon Organization and Activities (mainly contemporary)


